[Observation of long-term therapeutic outcome in chronic granulocytic leukemia].
To analyse the long-term outcome of various therapeutic protocol for the treatment of chronic granulocytic leukemia (CGL). Median duration of chronic phase, survival and transformation of 331 CGL patients treated with different project were retrospectively analyzed. Longer chronic phase and survival and lower percentage of transformation were found in patients using mesoindigo as maintaining treatment as compared with those using busulfan as maintaining treatment. The effect of meisoindigo and hydroxyurea showed no significant difference. These two drugs were both superior to bulsufan. Combination chemotherapy was not superior to meisoindigo, hydroxyurea or busulfan alone. Interferon had the best therapeutic effectiveness for the treatment of CGL. Busulfan was not suitable for maintaining treatment. Meisoindigo or meisoindigo combined with hydroxyurea was good choices for maintaining treatment. Meisoindigo and hydroxyurea had better effect in combination than alone. Interferon could significantly prolong the chronic period and survival period of CGL patients.